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Alvaro Garcia, Helge H. Rasmussen, Hans-Ju¨rgen Apell and Ronald J. Clarke. 2012. Kinetic comparisons of heart and kidney
Naþ,Kþ-ATPases. Biophys J. 103:677–688.In Eq. A7 errors appeared in two of the exponents in the denominator. The correct form of the equation is:
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The denominator, D, in this equation is given by:
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As a result of the errors, the extent of competition from extracellular Naþ for binding to the E2P state of the enzyme was
slightly over-estimated in the calculations shown in Figure 3. Below we have provided the corrected version of the figure.
Upper curve: Experimental results for guinea pig heart ventricular myoctes, obtained via the whole-cell patch clamp
technique, reproduced from Fig. 3 of Nakao and Gadsby (19). The pump current, Ip, of each curve has been normalized
to the value obtained at a holding potential of þ 40 mV. The experimental conditions were [Naþ]cyt ¼ 50 mM, [Kþ]cyt ¼
0 mM, [Kþ]ext ¼ 5.4 mM, [ATP]cyt ¼ 10 mM, T ¼ 36C.
Lower curve: Computer simulations of the expected I-V curve for mammalian kidney Naþ,Kþ-ATPase pump current based
on the kinetic and equilibrium parameters given in Table 1 and the Albers-Post scheme described by Figs. 1 and 2. The ion
concentrations, ATP concentration and temperature used for the simulations were the same as for the upper curve.
The errors in the equation had no impact on the qualitative conclusion of the paper that kidney Naþ,Kþ-ATPase has a lower
voltage dependence than heart Naþ,Kþ-ATPase. The corrections to the paper in fact strengthen that conclusion, because the
difference in the voltage dependencies of the two enzymes is even greater than the previous calculations indicated.FIGURE 3 Dependence of the Naþ,Kþ-ATPase current-voltage relationship (I-V
curve) on the extracellular Naþ concentration. Each symbol corresponds to the
following Naþ concentrations: 1.5 mM (B), 50 mM (C), 100 mM (,) and
150 mM (-). The solid lines between the points have simply been drawn to aid
the eye of the reader.http://dx.doi.org/10.1016/j.bpj.2013.02.001
